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Concerted Action EPBD
Concerted Action (CA) EPBD
was launched by the European
Commission to promote dialogue and
exchange of best practice between the
Member States (MS).
An intensely active forum of national
authorities from 29 countries, it
focuses on finding common
approaches to the most effective
implementation of this EU legislation.
More information see:
http://www.epbd-ca.org/

Concerted Action III EPBD
Purpose
The specific objectives of the CA are to:
> Enhance and structure the sharing of information and experience
from national implementation and promote good practice in activities
required of Member States for implementation of the Energy
Performance of Building Directive (EPBD);
> Create favourable conditions for faster convergence of national
procedures on EPBD related matters;
> Supplement the work of the Article 26 Committee and possible adhoc groups on CEN standards and certification exercises;
> Establish a dialogue with CEN in their work deriving from the
mandate to prepare 2nd generations standards to support the
implementation of the recast EPBD
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CA III Core Themes
The CA3 covers seven Core Themes:
1. Certification schemes
2. Inspection of heating and air-conditioning systems
3. Training of experts and inspectors
4. Energy performance requirements using the cost-optimum
methodology
5. Towards 2020: Nearly zero energy buildings
6. Compliance and control of EP requirements and
certification systems
7. Effectiveness of support initiatives
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CT 5 - EPBD Recast
Nearly zero-energy buildings
MS shall ensure that:
a. by 31 December 2020, all new buildings are nearly zero-energy buildings as
defined in Article 2(1a)
b. after 31 December 2018, public authorities that occupy and own a new
building shall ensure that the building is a nearly zero-energy building as
defined in Article 2(1a).
MS shall draw up national plans for increasing the number of nearly zero-energy
buildings. These national plans may include targets differentiated according to the
category of building.
MS shall furthermore, following the leading example of the public sector, develop policies
and take measures such as targets in order to stimulate the transformation of buildings
that are refurbished into nearly zero-energy buildings, and inform the Commission thereof
in their national plans.
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CT 5 - EPBD Recast
Definitions
(1a) “Nearly zero-energy building” means a building that
has a very high energy performance, determined in
accordance with Annex I. The nearly zero or very low
amount of energy required should to a very significant
extent be covered by energy from renewable sources,
including renewable energy produced on-site or
nearby.

The Nearly Zero Energy Building
Core Theme CT 5 shall…







Analyse the existing approaches for definitions of nearly zero energy buildings in
order to:
 find out which countries have already definitions or ideas for this
 discuss the approaches in the sessions to:
 improve existing definitions
 give inspiration to countries without approaches
 and maybe even make a first step to harmonize the definitions
 inform the Commission on possible problems with definitions
Present interesting pilot projects and assess them according to different national
definitions. How strong is the impact of national boundary conditions?
Discuss how a possible roadmap towards nearly zero energy buildings can look like:
 what can be the steps and the timing?
 can all Member States use roughly the same steps and timing?
 what can be the intermediate targets for 2015?
Present and discuss available cost-efficiency studies on nearly zero energy buildings
(together with the “Cost-optimal Core Theme”)
 Are these buildings currently cost-efficient? If not, by when will they be?
(development of energy prices, investment costs, material, incentives)

Emerging issues


Are there (national) definitions available for nearly zero energy buildings?
->
->

CA II information paper and report on technical session “High performance
buildings” and session “Low energy buildings for Southern European climates”
IEA Task/Annex on Net Zero Energy Buildings evaluates different methodologies
for the definition of net zero energy buildings



Are there roadmaps available for the change into nearly zero energy
buildings?



How can such a roadmap look like?
->

Requirements, number of buildings, costs, training, etc.



What can be intermediate targets for 2015?



Are there any cost-benefit analyses available for nearly zero energy
buildings? Are they currently cost-effective? When will they be cost-effective?

Example: Definition
current national
requirements

nearly zero or
very low amount
of energy required

renewable energy
(non-renewable)
primary energy
indicator

fossil fuel

energy use

energy supply
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Solutions on different scales
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Renewable energy sources
on-site and nearby
I

II

III

IV
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Renewable energy sources
on-site and nearby
1. How should on‐site be defined?
2. How should nearby be defined?
3. What about biomass (grown somewhere else)?
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A very significant extent
current national
requirements

nearly zero or
very low amount
of energy required

What is X?
> 30 %
> 40 %
> 50 %
> 60 %
renewable energy
= X % of energy use
(non-renewable)
primary energy
indicator

fossil fuel

energy use

energy supply
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Renewable energy sources in the
calculation methods of MS
1. Which renewable energy sources can be calculated with
national calculation methods, which ones are
problematic/still missing?
2. Is/should there be a limit for the benefits of renewable
energies:
• only self-use, feed-in not taken into account
• only feed-in up to annual energy use of aspects covered
by Annex I (e.g. no household electricity, no process
energy)
• only feed-in up to monthly/hourly energy use of aspects
covered by Annex I
3. How is the displacement electricity mix taken into15 account?

‘Quick and dirty’ Survey

What is the status of your national [application of the]
definition for nearly zero energy buildings?
a)
b)
c)

d)

my MS has already fixed a [national application of
the] definition for the nearly zero energy building
my MS has already performed a study concerning
the [national application of the] definition
my MS is currently performing such a
study/working on the [national application of the]
definition
my MS will start with this work later on (when?)
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Example: The Netherlands
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Example: The Netherlands
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Example: The Netherlands
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Example: Denmark

The energy frame
Residential

Non-residential

2015

2015

> 30 + 1000/A kWh/m² per y

> 41 + 1000/A kWh/m² per y

2020

2020

> 20 kWh/m² per y

> 25 kWh/m² per y

Boundary Condition
Conversion factors to primary energy will change in 2020
> Electricity factor will drop from 2.5 to 1.8
> District heating factor will change from
1.0 to 0.8 (2015) and to 0.6 in 2020.
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The future potential of innovations
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The future potential of innovations

- 8 kWh/m²a

- 4 kWh/m²a
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Summary

• Only very few countries have officially approved the national
application of the definition. It has to be noted that one of them
does not use the official ‘nearly zero-energy building definition’ but
a definition for a zero carbon building.
• Some other countries have completed studies on the national
application.
• Most Member States have documented the status as ‘currently
performing a study/working on the national application of the
definition’ or ‘is starting with this work later on’
• The potential of upcoming innovations and changes to a higher
share of renewables in the supply systems in the countries will help
to reach the NZEB level in a cost efficient way.
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